A BROKEN EUROPE
WAS THERE A WAY OF KNOWING?

An insight into the past and the future!
A PROPHECY THAT TOLD THE FUTURE!

With the United Kingdom voting on exiting the EU, many people have been left in shock. But this event came as no surprise to us. Why?

For the past 1,500 years, since the fall of the Roman Empire, leaders have been trying to unite Europe. Kings and queens, princes and princesses have inter-married between the nations, in a bid to unite Europe. But they have ignored a 3,000 year old prophecy that declared the nations of Europe would never fully unite to form one kingdom.

In the book of Daniel in the Bible, God gave king Nebuchadnezzar of Babylon a dream of future nations that would arise after his.

HISTORICAL FACT: THE SUCCESSIVE NATIONS IN THIS PROPHECY WERE FULFILLED EXACTLY AS STATED AS YOU WILL SEE ON THE IMAGE TO THE RIGHT

After the fall of the Roman Empire, we were left with the divided nations of Europe. Now take a look at what God said would happen in this prophecy:

Daniel 2:41-43 ... 'Whereas you saw the feet and toes, partly of potter’s clay and partly of iron, the kingdom shall be divided; yet the strength of the iron shall be in it, just as you saw the iron mixed with ceramic clay. And as the toes of the feet were partly of iron and partly of clay, so the kingdom shall be partly strong and partly fragile. As you saw iron mixed with ceramic clay, they will mingle with the seed of men; but they will not adhere to one another, just as iron does not mix with clay.'

And for the past 1,500 years since the fall of Rome, rulers have tried to unite Europe into one kingdom, but have failed. Why? Because God has already spoken and said it will not happen. Yes, Europe will still have strength in it, but it will always be partly broken, with nations like the UK pulling out of the EU.

? SO WHAT'S NEXT ?
A PUSH TO UNITE THE WORLD

Because of all the trouble in the world, the civil leaders and religions are desperately trying to unite for the sake of "peace", which sounds good right? But to achieve this so-called "world peace", they will take away our freedom of choice, and we will no longer be able to live according to our own conscience.

And this is exactly what God told us would happen in the Bible. In the book of Revelation it tells us that the world will be FORCED to "worship" a religious world power, symbolized by a beast - the Papal Church of Rome, that the world leaders will give their military strength to. This religious power will seem to be the "moral voice" of the world, but will in fact go against the very principles of God's Word and will take away our freedoms.

The picture we are given in Revelation is of a harlot woman riding a beast, which represents the false churches and religions of the world uniting with the Papal Church in Rome and the civil world leaders. Through this union of church and state, "religious" laws (the Sunday law) will be enforced around the world and we will be forced to submit to this false religious "beast power".

?? BUT HOW WILL IT END? ??

There is something else that happens with the image in the book of Daniel. A stone comes from heaven to destroy the image at the feet. This is the kingdom of God and the second coming of Jesus Christ.

The leaders, false churches and religions of this world are uniting to fight against the truth and against God. But they will all be destroyed at the second coming of Christ.

?? SO WHAT SHOULD WE DO? ....
GIVE YOUR LIFE TO THE LORD

Dear reader, everything you see around you is coming to an end. This world is being judged by its Maker, and there is no future for the current world you see today. There is only one way to secure a future for you and your family, and that is for you and your family to give your lives to Jesus Christ, the Son of God.

"Oh, but I am a sinner, I am too sinful"

No, it matters not who you are or what you have done in the past. Jesus Christ has already secured YOUR salvation on the cross. All you need to do is accept this great gift of love, and follow Jesus by faith.

"But how do I follow Jesus?"

Pray to God and ask Him to forgive you for the wrong things you have done and learn the things of God's Son in the Bible, especially the New Testament. Then you can follow the Christian way of life given in the Bible.

"What will I gain for following Jesus?"

An eternal life of complete joy.

"What will I gain for rejecting Jesus?"

Nothing, but judgment and death.

Please don't put your trust in the leaders of our nation and the world, or even in the established church or world religions, as there is a great deception coming from them. Put your trust in the Word of God in the Bible and in God's Son, JESUS CHRIST - HE IS THE ONLY WAY!

If you would like more information, or have questions, then please visit the following websites, or send us an email via the following address.

email: mail@end-times-prophecy.org

www.signs-of-end-times.com www.end-times-prophecy.org

Everything the Bible prophesied would happen is coming to pass!

THE BIBLE: The only knowledge that matters

"Eye has not seen, nor ear heard, nor have entered into the heart of man the things which God has prepared for those who love Him."

1 Corinthians 2:9